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In a paper of the second author, a notion of nuclearity for the objects of an autonomous (or 
symmetric monoidal closed) category was introduced. In the present paper, the idea of nuclearity 
is extended to morphisms and the nature of the nuclear objects and morphisms in the category 
of complete join semilattices is determined. Our principal results are that the nuclear morphisms 
in this category coincide with the tight maps defined (essentially) by Raney and that the nuclear 
objects are precisely the completely distributive complete lattices. 
1. Introduction 
In 1955, Grothendieck [6] called a continuous linear map T:A + B between 
Banach spaces nuclear if it could be written in the form T(a)= CL, fi(a)bj for 
some element CT=, bj@fi of the completed projective tensor product BOA*, 
where A* denotes the dual of A; in particular, the identity map on a Banach space 
A is nuclear iff A is finite-dimensional. 
This is one of a number of examples leading to a notion of ‘nuclear’ morphism 
and ‘nuclear’ object (as a generalization of finite-dimensional object) in an abstract 
setting. As the work of several authors (see [3,7,14] for example) has made clear, 
a suitable such setting is a symmetric monoidal closed category, or autonomous 
category in the terminology of Linton [9, lo]. The notion of a nuclear object in such 
a category has been studied by the second author in [14]. 
In the present paper, we first define the notion of nuclearity for the morphisms, 
as well as for the objects, of any autonomous category. We then describe briefly 
but precisely the structure of the category CJSL of complete join semilattices as an 
autonomous category in a way which facilitates calculations in this category. We 
prove that the nuclear morphisms in CJSL coincide with the tight maps defined 
(essentially) by Raney in [13]. By the theorem of Raney (also in [ 131) stating that 
the identity map on a complete lattice A is tight iff A is completely distibutive, we 
conclude that a complete join semilattice is nuclear iff it is completely distributive. 
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2. Nuclearity in an autonomous category 
We begin by recalling the notion of an autonomous category. This term describes 
a category A equipped with a ‘base object’ I, a ‘tensor product’ @ : A x A -+ A, and 
an ‘internal horn’ [-, -1 : AoP x A + A. There are also given natural isomorphisms 
i:Z@A=/l, T:A@BEB@A, and n:(A@B)@CrA@(B@C) satisfying the 
coherence conditions which ensure that (A, 0, I) is a symmetric monoidal category 
[ 11, p. 1801. Finally, it is required that for each object B of A the functor - @B 
is left adjoint to the functor [B, -I, from which it follows that there are natural iso- 
morphisms Q : [A 0 B, C] G [A, [B, C]] which internalize this adjointness. 
Let A be an autonomous category. If A is any object of A, we write A*= [A,Z]; 
that is, we denote the fun&or [-,I] : AoP -+ A by (-)*. The following morphisms 
may be defined for any objects A, B and C of A: 
(a) e : [A, B] @A + B (‘internal evaluation’); 
(b) q:A-+A**; 
(c) I-: [B, C] @ [A, B] -+ [A, C] (‘internal composition’); 
(d) @ :B@A*+ [A,B]; 
(e) 8: BOA*- [B,A]*. 
The morphism @J in (d) is obtained by adjointness from the composition 
(B@A*)@A=B@(A*@A)* B@IzB 
while the morphism 0 in (e) is obtained by adjointness from the composition 
(B@A*)@[B,A]EA*@([B,A]@B)=+ A*@A-%. 
As usual, we say that A is reflexive if q : A + A** is an isomorphism. 
For any morphism f: A + B in A, we define the name off to be the morphism 
n(f) : I+ [A, B] obtained by adjointness from the composition Z@A =.A -& B. 
Our principal definition is 
Definition 2.1. A morphism f: A + B is nuclear if its name factors through the mor- 
phism @; that is, if there exists a morphism p: I + BOA* such that the diagram 
commutes. An object A is nuclear if the identity morphism on A is nuclear. 
We will refer to a morphism p satisfying the condition of Definition 2.1 as a 
pseudoname off. We note that a pseudoname off, when it exists, is not necessarily 
uniquely determined by f. 
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Let A denote an arbitrary autonomous category. 
Proposition 2.2. If f: A + B is nuclear than so are: 
(a) f*:B*-+A*; 
(b) g of: A + C for any morphism g : B + C; 
(c) foh:D-B for any morphism h:D+A. 
Proof. Let p : I+ B@ A* be a pseudoname of f. Then it is easily verified that 
++.@A* ?L!?LB*$BA*GA*@B**, 
are pseudonames off *, gof and fo h, respectively. 0 
Proposition 2.3. If f: A + C and g : B + D are nuclear, then so is f @ g : A @ B + 
C’@D. 
Proof. Let p,q be pseudonames of Jg respectively. Then 
IEI@I_ (C@A*)@(D@B*)=(C@D)@(A*@B*) 
T (C@D)@(A@ B)” 
is a pseudoname off @g, where Y is obtained by adjointness from 
(A*@B*)@(A@B)=(A*@A)@(B*@B)* Z@IzZ. 0 
Remark 2.4. (a) Internal versions of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 can be proved. For 
example, the following commutative diagram internalizes Proposition 2.2(b): 
[B,C]@(B@A*)=([B,C]@B)@A *-,@A* 
1x0 I , I @ 
I- 
[B, Cl 0 LA, Bl [A Cl 
(b) If A is an autonomous category in which every object is reflexive, and if 
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f :A + C and g: B-+D are nuclear, then v,g] : [C, B] + [A,D] is also nuclear, as 
may easily be seen with the aid of Proposition 2.6 below. 
The following theorem shows, among other things, that the concept of nuclear 
object as defined above coincides with the concept of nuclear object as defined in 
t141. 
Theorem 2.5. For any object A of A the following are equivalent: 
(a) A is nuclear. 
(b) @ : A @A* + [A, A] is an isomorphism. 
(c) @ : B @ A* + [A, B] is an isomorphism for every object B. 
(d) @ : A@ B*+ [B, A] is an isomorphism for every object B. 
Proof. That (b) implies (c) was proved in [14]. It is clear that (b) implies (a) and 
that (c) and (d) each imply (b). Suppose (a) holds and let p : I-* A 0 A* be a pseudo- 
name of the identity morphism on A. Then 
[B,A]GZ@[B,A]* (A@A*)@[B,A]zA@(A*@[B,A]+A@B* 
is easily seen to be the inverse of the morphism @ in (d). 0 
Proposition 2.6. Let A be an autonomous category in which every object is reflex- 
ive. Then 13 : B 0 A* --f [B, A] * is an isomorphism for all objects A and B. 
Proof. One easily verifies that [B,A]*s[B,A**]*s(B@A*)**GBBA* is the in- 
verse of 19. q 
Remark 2.7. (a) By this proposition, the concept of nuclearity in an autonomous 
category in which every object if reflexive may be expressed in terms of the mor- 
phism #00-l : [B,A]*=B@A * -+ [A, B] rather than in terms of @ itself. 
(b) For an autonomous category in which every object is reflexive, Proposition 
2.6 also shows that A@ BE [A, B*]* and that [A, B] E (A @B*)*. Thus, as is well 
known, the tensor product and internal horn in such a category may each be express- 
ed explicitly in terms of the other. 
3. CJSL as an autonomous category 
The objects of CJSL are all complete lattices and the morphisms are all sup- 
preserving functions between them. It has been observed by many authors that 
CJSL is an autonomous category (see [l] and [3] for example). Various definitions 
of the tensor product in CJSL have been given. We wish here simply to fix defini- 
tions and notations. 
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We will take as the base object Z the two-element chain 2 = (0, l> with 0< 1. The 
internal horn [A,B] of A and B is the set of all morphisms from A to B with sup 
defined pointwise. We will, as expected, write A*= [A, 21. The tensor product of A 
and B will be defined by A 0 B = [A, B ] * *. Since, as is well known (and will be 
shown below), every object of CJSL is reflexive, this is a feasible definition by 
Remark 2.7(b). 
The following notations will be convenient: 
Notation 3.1. (a) If A,B are in CJSL, aeA and beB, define a@beA@B by 
(a 0 b)df) = (f(Q))(b) 
for every morphism f: A --t B*. 
(b) If A is in CJSL, aeA, and tE2, define t. SEA by 
0 t a= 
. t 
if t=O, 
a if t=l. 
Remark 3.2. (a) It is readily seen that a@b~A@ B and that for any oeA@B, 
o=sup{a@b: a@bso} (cf. [16, Theorem 2.51). It may also be seen that the func- 
tions-@b:A-tA@Banda@--:B + A 0 B defined, respectively, by (- @b)(a) = 
a@ b and (a@-)(b) =a@ b are morphisms in CJSL. 
(b) It is worth noting that f(t . a) = t .f(a) for any t E 2, a E A, and morphism 
f :A-+B. 
We may now complete the specification of CJSL as an autonomous category. 
Definition 3.3. (a) If f: A -+ C and g : B --$ D, then [A g] : [C, B] + [A, D] is defined by 
LLm)=gohof 
and f@g:A@B-tC@D is defined by 
(fOg)(a)=sup{f(a)Og(b): aOblo1; 
in particular, (f@ g)(a 0 b) =f(a) @g(b). 
(b) i:2@A-+A is defined by 
i(o)=sup{t-a: t@alo} 
and the inverse of i is then given by 
i-‘(a)= 1 @a; 
in particular, i(t @ a) = t. a. 
(c) r:A@BzB@A is defined by 
r(a)=sup{b@a:a@bra}; 
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in particular, r(a @ b) = b @ a. 
(d) ~:(A@B)@CZA@(B@C) is defined by 
n(cr)=sup{a@(b@c): (a@b)@csa}; 
in particular, n((a@ b)@c) = a@ (b@c). 
(e) Q : [A @B, C] = [A, [B, C]] is defined by 
Q(Q(a)(b) = F(a 0 b) 
and the inverse of Q is then given by 
Q-‘(G)(a)=sup{G(a)(b): a@bso}; 
in particular, Q2-](G)(a@ b) = G(u)(b). 
It is routine, although lengthy, to verify that the above data do indeed define an 
autonomous category structure on CJSL. That these are the correct definitions was 
found by using the isomorphisms [A, [B, C]] z [B, [A, Cl], [A, B] z [B*, A *] and 
A E A **, which are valid in any category of the type considered in [ 1, Section 31 with 
a dualizer D such that DE [D, II], and of which CJSL is an example. For instance, 
n is given by the following sequence of isomorphisms: 
(A@B)@C=[[A,B*]*,C*]*s[C,[A,B*]]*=[A,[C,B*]]* 
E [A, [C**, B*]]*z [A, [B,C*]]*r [A, [B, C*]**]* 
=A@(B@C). 
Formulae for the various other morphisms needed may now be derived. 
Proposition 3.4. In CJSL, we have: 
(a)e:[A,B]@A-tBisgiven by 
e(o)=sup{f(a):f@a5a}; 
in particular, e(fO a) =f(a). 
(b) q:A-tA ** is given by 
da)(a) = a(a). 
(c) I-: [B, C] @ [A, B] --t [A, C] is given by 
T(a)(a) = sup{d.f@): gOf< 0); 
in particular, T(g @f)(a) = gCf(a)), 
(d) @ : BOA*+ [A, B] is given by 
~(a)(a)=sup{a(a). b: b@)aso}; 
in particular, @(b @ a)(a) = a(a). b. 
(e) 0: BOA*+ [B,A]* is given by 
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B(a)(g) =sup{a(g(b)): bOa5a); 
in particular, 19(b @ a)(g) = cr(g(b)). 
(f) If f: A + B, the name off is given by 
n(f)(t)(a) = t-f(a). 
Proof. (a) Since e= Q-‘(l), the result is immediate from the above formula for 
n-‘. 
(b) v is the adjoint .Q(eor) of 
Hence 
A @ [A, 21: [A, 210 A 5 2. 
q(a)(n) = Q(eor)(a)(a> = (eos)(a@c-w) =e(c-w@a) =a(a). 
(c) r is the adjoint of 
([B,C]@[A,B])@A:[B,C]@([A,B]@A)=+ [B,C]@BAC. 
Hence 
T(o)(a)=(eo(l@e)o7r)(a@a) 
=sud(eo(l Oe)ox)((gOf)Oa): gOfr(7) 
=sud(eo(l Oe))(gO(fOa)): g@fra} 
=sup{e(gOf(a)):gOf5~} 
=sup{g(f(a)): g@fso). 
(d) @ is the adjoint of 
(B@A*)@A:B@(A*@A)=+B@2&2@B~B. 
Hence 
@(o)(a) = (ioro(l @e)o n)(o@a) 
=sup{(ioTo(l @e)orr)((bOc-x)Oa): b@)a5o} 
=sup{(ioto(l Oe))(bO(crOa)): b@)cxla} 
=sup{(ior)(b@cr(a)): bOalo} 
=sup{(i(a(a)@b): b@cuca} 
=sup{a(a). 6: b@)cr~o}. 
(e) B is the adjoint of 
(B@A*)@[B,A]:B@(A*@[B,A])&A*@[B,A])@B 
%A*~([B,A]oB)% A*@Ak. 
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Hence 
B(a)(g)=(eo(lOe)onororc)(o@g) 
=sup{(eo(l Oe)onoro71)((bOa)@g): b@a%a} 
=sup{(eo(l Oe))(a@(g@b)): b@aScT} 
=sup{a(g(b)): b@alo}. 
(f) nCf) is the adjoint of 2@A &A f. B. Hence ndf)(t)(a) =f(t . a) = t +.I@). El 
Remark 3.5. (a) For any A in CJSL, we let Ad denote A with the order reversed. 
We may define a function 6 : A + A * by 
6 has an inverse, given by s-‘(a) = sup{a: o(a) =0} (see [l]). As defined, 6 is 
order-reversing, so may regarded either as an isomorphism 6 : Ad =A* or as an iso- 
morphism 6 : A s A *d. Moreover, it is easily seen that the composite 
is simply q : A + A**, which shows that every object of CJSL is reflexive. 
(b) The simplicity of the formula in Notation 3.1(a) above dictates our choice 
of the definition of the tensor product. The isomorphism A*=.Ad shows that 
[A, B*]*E [A,Bdld. This latter object is just the set of all Galois connections from 
A to B equipped with the pointwise order and has been used by a number of authors 
as the definition of A@B in CJSL (see [16] for example). In particular, for aeA 
and b E B, our a@ b corresponds under the above isomorphism to the Galois con- 
nection La,: A -+ B as defined in [16] (see also [17, p. 2821). 
(c) Since every object in CJSL is reflexive, the morphism 13 : B@ A* + [B,A]* is 
an isomorphism by Proposition 2.6. Thus, as remarked in Remark 2.7(a), we can 
test for nuclearity using the morphism 40 K’ rather than @. However, since 6 
is also an isomorphism, we may use @ = @o 8-l 08 : [B, Ald + [A, B] to test for 
nuclearity. This observation will form the basis of our discussion below. 
4. Nuclearity in CJSL 
Our first theorem gives several characterizations of nuclear morphisms in CJSL: 
Theorem 4.1. Let f : A --t B be a morphism in CJSL. Then the following are equi- 
valen t: 
(a) f is nuclear. 
(b) f(a)=sup(b: afg(b)} for some morphism g: B-A. 
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(c) f(a) = sup{ h(u): a% u} for some morphism h : A + B. 
(d)f(a)=sup{b: afsup{u: b%:f(u)}}. 
(e)f(a)=sup{inf{f(o): u$U}: aS:u}. 
This theorem could be proved by direct calculation. However, it is more enlighten- 
ing to give a proof based on a systematic analysis of the operations on functions 
between complete lattices which are involved in conditions (b)-(e) of the theorem. 
If A and B are complete lattices, let B” denote the set of allfuncriorzs F: A + B. 
Note that B” is itself a complete lattice with respect to the pointwise order. 
Definition 4.2. (a) Define ( )” : B” -+A ’ by FU(b) = sup{a: b%FF(a)}. 
(b) Define ( )” : BA --t A ’ by Fp(b) = inf{ a: F(a) s b}. 
(c) Define ( )Y: BA -+B* by FY(a)=sup{F(u):aSu}. 
(d) Define ( )’ : B* --t BA by F”(a) = inf{F(u): u S a}. 
Remark 4.3. These constructions have all been considered before in one form or 
another. ( )y and ( )’ are implicit in [13, Theorem 21 and ( )” is involved in 
Lambrou’s notion of ‘ V-defines’ in [S]. For endomorphisms of complete chains, 
( )” and ( )” are defined by Erdos and Power in [5], while in [4], Erdos studies 
( )” and ( )” in some detail, with ( )y and ( )” also occurring in Lemma 7.1 of 
that paper. It should be noted that in [4], Erdos establishes most of the results we 
prove here concerning the four operations defined above. However, our purpose is 
different from that of Erdos and our formulation differs slightly. For these reasons 
we give an independent discussion. 
It is convenient to introduce notations for the following familiar adjointness 
relations: 
Notation 4.4. Let A and B be complete lattices, F: A + B and G : B +A any 
functions. 
(a) Write Fi G when F and G are order-preserving and F(a)<b iff a< G(b) for 
all aeA, bEB. 
(b) Write FI G when F and G are order-reversing and b 5 F(a) iff a< G(b) for 
all agA, bEB. 
(c) Write FT G when F and G are order-reversing and F(a)< b iff G(b)< a for 
all aEA, bEB. 
Remark 4.5. (a) above is standard, for in this case F is left adjoint to G if A and 
B be regarded as categories, F and G as functors. We note for future reference that 
if FiG, FIG or FTG, then FoGoF=Fand GoFoG=G. 
Proposition 4.6. Let A and B be complete lattices. 
(a) For any function F: A + B we have Fa -I FB and FY i F”. 
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(b) For any functions F: A --t B and G : B + A we have: 
(i) If l,<GoF, then FasGY and GP<F6. 
(ii) If FoG<l,, then GY<Fa and F”<GB. 
(iii) If F+ G, then Fa= G y and F” = GP. 
(c) For any function F: A -+ B, we have: 
(i) Faa = Fdy. 
(ii) Fflfl = FY”. 
(iii) Fas = F@. 
(iv) FBY = FYa. 
(4 ( )“I ( )‘, ( )‘T ( )” and ( Y-1 ( )“. 
Proof. (a) and (d) are straightforward, and (c) follows directly from (a) and (b)(iii). 
But (b)(iii) follows from (b)(i) and (b)(ii) since, if F-I G, then 1,~ GoF and 
FOGS 1,. Hence we need only verify (b)(i), the proof of (b)(ii) being entirely 
analogous. 
Suppose 1,~ GoF, let a E A, b E B, and suppose b % F(a). Then a 5 G(F(a)) I 
sup{ G(u): b f II} = GY(b). Hence Fa(b) I G’(b). Now suppose that u $ a. Then 
G(F(u))Sa so GB(a)IF(u). Hence Gp<F”. 0 
As noted in Remark 3.5(c), the discussion of nuclearity in CJSL may be expressed 
in terms of the morphism @ = @ 0 15~’ 06. The following formula for @ is crucial to 
our results: 
Theorem 4.7. @ : [B, Ald + [A, B] is given by Q(g) =ga. 
Proof. We first note that if f: A --f B is an isomorphism in CJSL, then f -’ : B + A 
is given by f-‘(b) = sup{a: f(a) 5 b}. We use this to compute the inverse of 
0: BOA*+ [B,A]*. Noting that B(b@cr)(g)=a(g(b)), we have 
0-l(0)=sup{b@a: B(b@cr)5a) 
=sup{b@cr: a(h(b))<a(h) for all hE[B,A]}. 
Hence 
@(g)(a) = @(~-‘(Q)))(a) 
= sup{@(b@ a)(a): &h(b)) 5 6(g)(h) for all h} 
= sup{a(a) . 6: h 5 g implies a(h(b)) = 0) 
= sup{ b: for some a E A *, a(a) = 1 and a(g(b)) = 0) 
=sup{b: afg(b)}, 
where the last equality follows from the fact that if a(a) = 1 and &g(b)) = 0 for some 
a E A* then clearly a $g(b), while if one assumes that a Bg(b) then a(a) = 1 and 
c-x(g(b)) = 0 for (x = 6(g(b)). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. In terms of the four operations introduced above, the condi- 
tions of Theorem 4.1 are: 
(a)‘f is nuclear. 
(b)’ f = ga for some morphism g : B ---) A. 
(c)‘f= hs for some morphism h : A -+ B. 
(d)‘f=f”“. 
(e)‘f =fdY. 
Now f is nuclear iff n(f)= @oq for some q: 2-+ [B,Ald. Hence, if f is nuclear, 
then q(l)a= @(q(l))=n(f)(l)=f by Proposition 3.4(f), so (b)‘holds. On the other 
hand, if (b)’ holds, define q: 2+ [B,Ald by q(O)= 1, q(l)=g. Then clearly @oq= 
n(f), so f is nuclear. Hence (a)’ and (b)’ are equivalent. 
Suppose (b)’ holds. Since ( )al ( )‘, gUaa =g”. Thus f aa =gaaa =ga =f, so (d)’ 
holds. Since, by Proposition 4.6(a), f” is a morphism in CJSL, (d)’ implies (b)’ on 
setting g = f a. The equivalence of (c)’ and (e)’ is entirely similar. 
Finally, (d)’ and (e)’ are equivalent since we always have f aa = f dy. 0 
Recall (see [ 131) that a morphism f: A + B in CJSL is tight if f =fsy. We thus 
have 
Theorem 4.8. A morphism in CJSL is nuclear iff it is tight. 0 
Remark 4.9. The original definition of a tight map as given by Raney in [13] was 
for Galois connections and was in terms of certain subsets of A x B. However, [13, 
Theorem 2] shows that Raney’s definition is equivalent to that given above. Tight 
maps have also been studied by Schreiner [15] and Bandelt [2]; also, the ‘strongly 
reflexive maps’ considered by Erdos in [4] are just tight maps. 
According to [13, Theorem 41, the identity map on a complete lattice A is tight 
iff A is completely distributive. Hence, 
Theorem 4.10. An object of CJSL is m&ear iff it is completely distributive. 17 
A consequence of this result and [14, Theorem 2.11 is that the full subcategory 
of CJSL consisting of all completely distributive complete lattices is an autonomous 
category with respect to the same tensor product and internal horn as in CJSL. A 
still smaller such subcategory of CJSL is the full subcategory determined by the 
complete atomic Boolean algebras. 
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